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Abstract The size and diversity of bacteriophage popu-

lations require methodologies to quantitatively study the

landscape of phage differences. Statistical approaches are

confronted with small genome sizes forbidding significant

single-phage analysis, and comparative methods analyzing

full phage genomes represent an alternative but they are of

difficult interpretation due to lateral gene transfer, which

creates a mosaic spectrum of related phage species. Based

on a large-scale codon bias analysis of 116 DNA phages

hosted by 11 translationally biased bacteria belonging to

different phylogenetic families, we observe that phage

genomes are almost always under codon selective pressure

imposed by translationally biased hosts, and we propose a

classification of phages with translationally biased hosts

which is based on adaptation patterns. We introduce a

computational method for comparing phages sharing

homologous proteins, possibly accepted by different hosts.

We observe that throughout phages, independently from

the host, capsid genes appear to be the most affected by

host translational bias. For coliphages, genes involved in

virion morphogenesis, host interaction and ssDNA binding

are also affected by adaptive pressure. Adaptation affects

long and small phages in a significant way. We analyze in

more detail the Microviridae phage space to illustrate the

potentiality of the approach. The small number of direc-

tions in adaptation observed in phages grouped around

/X174 is discussed in the light of functional bias. The

adaptation analysis of the set of Microviridae phages

defined around /MH2K shows that phage classification

based on adaptation does not reflect bacterial phylogeny.
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Adaptation Index � Self-Consistent Codon Index �
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Introduction

Translational selection refers to the benefit of an increased

translational output for a fixed investment in the transla-

tional machinery (ribosomes, tRNA, elongation factors,

etc.) if only a subset of codons (and their corresponding

tRNAs) is used preferentially. Since the benefit of using a

particular codon depends on how often it is translated, the

strength of translational selection, and hence the degree of

codon bias, is expected to vary with the expression level of

a gene within an organism (Grantham et al. 1980; Sharp

and Li 1987). In bacteria and archaea, translational bias

provides information on living environment (Carbone et al.

2005; Willenbrock et al. 2006) and on genes involved in

essential metabolic functions and stress response, which

are crucial for the bacteria wildlife (Carbone and Madden

2005; Carbone 2006). (For translational bias in eukaryotes

see Sharp et al. 1988; Stenico et al. 1994; Carbone et al.

2003; Akashi 2001; Kliman and Hey 1994.)

We test the hypothesis that the strong functional signal

inherent in codon bias of translationally biased bacteria

also provides information on the evolution of phages

infecting them. Working on this confined set of hosts does
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not restrict the analysis of viruses for a combination of

reasons: (1) the majority of viruses found in the environ-

ment are phages (Weinbauer 2004), especially double-

stranded DNA (dsDNA)-tailed bacteriophages (Hendrix

et al. 1999; Coetzee 1987); (2) translationally biased bac-

teria belong to a large variety of phylogenetic classes

(Carbone et al. 2005); and (3) most phages whose genomic

sequence is available are hosted by translationally biased

bacteria.

Phages with translationally biased hosts contain at most

a subset of tRNAs in their genomes, and the majority of

them contain no tRNA genes. Therefore the translation of

their genes sharply rely on the tRNA pool made available

by the host (Sharp et al. 1985; Sharp 1986). We thus expect

phages to display the codon bias of their hosts, as preferred

codons and iso-acceptor tRNA content exhibit a strong

positive correlation (Ikemura 1985; Bennetzen and Hall

1982) and tRNA isoacceptor pools affect the rate of

polypeptide chain elongation (Varenne et al. 1984).

Phage adaptation to host translational efficiency was

observed several times in previous studies run on the few

available phages hosted by Escherichia coli and Staphy-

lococcus aureus, two translationally biased bacteria

(Sharp and Li 1987; Carbone et al.2003). Adjustment of

codon usage patterns in coliphage genes to gene expres-

sion level has been observed by Gouy (1987) and

Kunisawa et al. (1998). In phage T4, adaptation of pat-

terns of codon usage to expression in E. coli has been

related to the time of gene expression (Cowe and Sharp

1991). For several other T4-like phages and KVP40,

much less correlation was found (Nolan et al. 2006),

reflecting that the functional role of tRNA genes in col-

iphages remains unclear. Codon usage variation is

influenced by translational selection also in S. aureus

phages (Sau et al. 2005), and phages 44AHJD, P68, and

K were argued to be extremely virulent in nature, as most

of their genes have a high translation efficiency.

In a large-scale analysis of 116 genomes hosted by 11

translationally biased bacteria belonging to five different

phylogenetic families, we demonstrate that DNA phage

genomes are almost always under codon selective pressure

imposed by the host and that, throughout phages and hosts,

capsid genes consistently appear to be the most biased.

Also, we provide a complete functional classification of

biased genes in 28 coliphages and observe that genes

involved in tail formation, lysis, and host interaction are

also undergoing adaptation.

The codon bias measure used here is the Self-Consistent

Codon Index (SCCI) (Carbone et al. 2003; Carbone 2006).

It measures the dominant bias of a genome from its protein

coding sequences without prior knowledge about gene

expression or even functional annotation. Yet it is equiv-

alent to the traditional Codon Adaptation Index (CAI)

(Sharp and Li 1987) for translationally biased genomes.

Phage genes are indexed with the SCCI of their host.

Namely, SCCI values reflect codon composition of phage

genes relative to host codon composition and provide a

numerical index of the advantage taken by phage genes

once translated in the host environment. This advantage is

expected to be higher when phage gene codon composition

is biased toward host codon composition.

The SCCI proved to be useful to capture lifestyle fea-

tures and essential genes in bacteria (Carbone and Madden

2005; Carbone 2006). Here we use it to reconstruct rela-

tionships among phages of the same species. We consider

Microviridae phages and examine their pattern of evolution

from codon bias analysis. Surprisingly, we can reconstruct

the phylogenetic tree of this large phage pool (Rokyta et al.

2006) using exclusively codon bias information. This result

highlights that adaptation patterns in phages might be

profitably used to unravel the intricate mosaic of phage

speciation.

The phage classification method based on codon bias

that we propose fits in the spirit of the Phage Proteomic

Tree (Rohwer and Edwards 2002) and Phage Orthologous

Groups (Liu et al. 2006). Instead of amino acids, we use a

refined measure of codon adaptation that allows us to zoom

more precisely into phage evolutionary patterns for a

detailed understanding of selection in phages with trans-

lationally biased hosts. It can profitably be used within

phage species belonging to the same host but also between

phages with different hosts. The only requirement is that

phage species share homologous genes.

The numerical finding provided by this and future

studies of phage-host coevolution will hopefully be useful

in clarifying the role of phages as therapeutic agents

against bacteria (Summers 2001) and in organizing me-

tagenomic data.

Materials and Methods

Genomes and Annotation

Phage and bacterial genomes flatfiles were retrieved from

GenBank. Hosts are listed in Table 1, and phages in Sup-

plementary Table 1. Among them, there are six mobile

elements found by sequencing the Streptococcus

MGAS315 genome (Beres et al. 2002). The 116 phages are

all DNA phages (either dsDNA or single-stranged DNA

[ssDNA]); from a preliminary screening we found no bias

in E. coli RNA phages examined in agreement with a

previous analysis realized on a few RNA coliphages (Gouy

1987). We also considered 42 Microviridae phages repor-

ted by Rokyta et al. (2006) and the Microviridae phages

G4, a3, /K, S13, and /X174, all known to infect E. coli.
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Functional annotation of phage genes was extracted from

GenBank files for all phages with the exception of myco-

bacteriophage Che12, for which we referred to Gomathi

et al. (2007). Proteins considered to be involved in lysis are

holin, lysin, excisionase, integrase, and repressor proteins

(immunity maintenance repressor CI, establishment of

lysogeny CII and CIII). Virion morphogenesis includes

proteins involved in head decoration, scaffolding, matura-

tion, head completion, and capsid assembly. The ensemble

of capsid/head/coat proteins includes precursors also. The

number of tRNAs in phages (in Supplementary Table 1)

was evaluated after annotation in GenBank files.

Calculation of the Self-Consistent Codon Index

Sharp (Sharp and Li 1987) formulated the hypothesis that

for translationally biased genomes G, there is a reference

set S of coding sequences, constituting roughly 1% of the

genes in G, which are representative of codon adaptation in

G. This bias can be described by listing a set of codon

weights calculated on genes in S: given an amino acid j, its

synonymous codons might have different frequencies in S;

if xi,j is the number of times that the codon i for the amino

acid j occurs in S, then one associates with i a weight

wi,j = xi,j/yj relative to its sibling of maximal frequency yj

in S. Such weights are used to compute the CAI (Sharp and

Li 1987) for all genes, CAI(g) =
QL

k¼1 wk

� �1=L
, where g is

a gene, wk is the weight of the kth codon in g, L is the

number of codons in g, and the reference set S is manually

defined as the set of genes coding for proteins known to be

highly expressed, as ribosomal and glycolytic proteins are

for fast growers. For fast-growing bacteria, genes with a

high CAI value turn out to be the ones which are highly

expressed (Sharp and Li 1987).

In Carbone et al. (2003), we extended Sharp’s hypoth-

esis, saying that for a genome G, there is a reference set S

of coding sequences, which is representative of dominating

codon bias in G. We consider the SCCI to be defined as

SCCI(g) =
QL

k¼1 wk

� �1=L
, where the reference set S is the

most biased set of genes in the organism with respect to

this formula; that is, S is the (self-consistent) set of genes

that take maximum value in the formula when S is chosen

as a reference set. SCCI correlates with the dominating bias

in a genome, such as GC content, GC3 content, a leading

strand richer in G+T than a lagging strand, and transla-

tional bias. For translationally biased organisms, SCCI

computes codon adaptation and it coincides with CAI. The

computation of the reference set S is based on a pure sta-

tistical analysis of all genes in a genome and it does not

rely on biological knowledge of the organism. This allows

us to compute weights for organisms of unknown lifestyle.

Table 1 Host genomes, SCCI, and Pearson correlation coefficients among different phage properties

Host organism Host SCCI Correlationsa and phage properties

Name Class Mean SD No. genes

& hi-bias

No. genes

& lSCCI

Length

& hi-bias

Length

& lSCCI

Max No.

phages

Escherichia coli K12 c-Proteobacteria 0.31 0.1 0.82 0.26 0.8 0.24 292 28

Salmonella thyphimurium LT2 c-Proteobacteria 0.35 0.09 0.18 -0.16 0.52 0.33 72 4

Vibrio cholerae O1 biovar eltor

str. N16961

c-Proteobacteria 0.28 0.08 0.99 0.54 0.98 0.6 381 10

Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis
str. 168

Firmicutes
bacillales

0.36 0.07 0.89 -0.14 0.95 0.0027 185 6

Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e Firmicutes
bacillales

0.47 0.09 0.58 -0.06 0.52 -0.95 174 3

Staphylococcus aureus subsp.

aureus MW2

Firmicutes
bacillales

0.43 0.1 0.8 0.011 0.87 0.16 214 18

Lactococcus lactis subsp.

lactis Il1403

Firmicutes
lactobacillales

0.32 0.1 0.12 -0.18 0.18 0.27 63 14

Streptococcus
pyogenes MGAS315

Firmicutes
lactobacillales

0.3 0.09 -0.08 -0.28 -0.44 -0.64 64 6

Chlamidophyla caviae GPIC Chlamydiales 0.49 0.05 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.99 12 3

Mycobacterium smegmatis
str. MC2 155

Actinobacteria 0.51 0.11 0.4 -0.06 0.69 0.22 237 21

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
H37Rv

Actinobacteria 0.5 0.07 0.38 -0.48 -0.39 -0.96 98 3

All phages confounded 0.63 0.18 0.66 0.21 116

a rPs for genome length (length), number of genes (no. genes), number of highly biased genes (hi-bias), and mean SCCI (lSCCI) in phages
b Number of phages (no. phages) and maximum number of genes (max) for the set of phages considered in this paper
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The name SCCI was employed for the first time by Car-

bone (2006), while in Carbone et al. (2003, 2005) the

notion is called CAI, even though it does not exclusively

refer to codon adaptation. Notice that CAI is usually

employed with a manual and explicit choice of S, while the

formula SCCI (i.e., CAI parameterized with S) turns out to

be a universal measure to study codon bias. Codon

weights, reference set S, and SCCI values are calculated

with the program CAIJava (Carbone et al. 2003), available

at www.ihes.fr/*carbone/data.htm.

Detection of Weak and Strong Forms of Translational

Bias for Bacteria

In Carbone et al. (2005), two numerical criteria were

introduced to detect translational bias in bacteria. The

‘‘ribosomal criterion’’ defines the z-score SCCIðrÞ � lð Þ=r,

for each gene of a ribosomal protein r, where mean l and

standard deviation r are calculated for the SCCI distribu-

tion over all CDS; this allows the definition of the average

�zRib of z-scores for ribosomal proteins and to say that an

organism characterized by translational bias is expected to

have high �zRib, i.e., [1. The ‘‘strength criterion’’ computes

codon weights based on all genes in the genome G (wkðGÞ)
and on the genes in the reference set S (wk) and expects the

difference between wkðGÞ and wk to be large for transla-

tionally biased genomes (Carbone et al. 2005). The

combination of the two criteria differentiates those gen-

omes that are strongly translationally biased, that is, those

satisfying both criteria, from those that are weakly so, that

is, those that only satisfy the ribosomal criterion. Another

numerical approach, on the spirit of the ribosomal criteria,

has been introduced by Sharp et al. (2005).

Translationally Biased Hosts and Bias Strength of

Bacteria

The 11 hosts listed in Table 1 have been shown to display

clear signals of translational bias. Among them, E. coli, S.

thyphimurium, V. cholerae, B. subtilis, L. lactis, and S.

pyogenes show a strong form of translational bias (Carbone

et al. 2005; see also Sharp and Li 1987; Shields and Sharp

1987; Gupta et al. 2004), while all the remaining bacteria

display a weaker form (Carbone et al. 2005). A weak form

of translational bias governing Chlamydophila caviae

GPIC and Chlamydophila pneumoniae AR39 and a strong

form of translational bias governing Bdellovibrio bacte-

riovorus have been shown using tools and numerical

criteria described by Carbone et al. (2005; see also Lu et al.

2005). Hosts with a weak form of translational bias show

coexisting evolutionary trends, and overlapping of trends

weakens the statistical signal detected within genomes.

Even if weak, this signal can be successfully used to pre-

dict essential genes (Carbone 2006) and essential metabolic

networks in bacteria (Carbone and Madden 2005). Thus, it

appears appropriate to search for phage adaptation in hosts

with weak translational bias.

Detection of Highly Biased Genes in Phages

We run CAIJava on phage genomes using the codon

weights of the host (these weights are computed on the set

of most highly biased host genes), and we ranked phage

genes by their SCCI value. Highly biased phage genes g are

those with SCCIðgÞ� lþ r, with l and r being the mean

and the standard deviation of the SCCI distribution for the

host. This threshold has been used by Carbone and Madden

(2005) and Carbone (2006) to identify bacterial genes

whose codon bias deviates greatly from the average and

that are susceptible to being needed greatly by the cell.

Fitness of a Phage Versus Its Host

SCCI values provide a numerical index of the advantage

taken by phage genes once translated in the host cell, and

numerically define the relative bias of a phage genome

versus the host genome. Along the same line, we define the

fitness of the phage bias as the percentage of highly biased

genes in the phage genome. The higher the percentage of

highly biased genes, the stronger the fitness. Fitness values

are reported in Supplementary Table 1.

Definition of a Space of Phages with a Single Host

The 42 Microviridae phages in Rokyta et al. (2006) are

approximately 6K bases long and contain 10 genes, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, J, and K, with one more gene, A*, which

is missing in some of the 42 phages. Gene J is very small

(78 bp) and is involved in DNA binding; gene F codes for a

major capsid protein, and gene G for a major spike protein.

We represent a phage as a 10-dimensional normalized

vector with entries corresponding to SCCI values of the 10

shared genes. Given two vectors w1, w2 of weights wi
1, wi

2,

corresponding to two genomes G1, G2, the ‘1-distance

between G1 and G2 is defined as
P64

i¼1 w1
i � w2

i

�
�

�
�. (Moti-

vations for working with an ‘1-distance instead of an

‘2-distance, that is, the sum of the squared differences,

between the two vectors w1, w2 are given by Carbone et al.

[2005].) For the 42 phages in the Rokyta set and the

Microviridae phages G4, a3, /K, S13, and /X174,

we compute the ‘1-distance of each pair of points in the
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10-dimensional space and we construct the associated

tree with UPGMA (see Fig. 1). The construction of a

consensus tree based on multiple runnings of the UPGMA

algorithm (bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/interfaces/neighbor-

simple.html) confirms the tree structure and the separation

of the phages into three distinct groups.

Fig. 1 Distance tree of 47

Microviridae phages

reconstructed in codon space

using the ‘1-distance
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Principal component analysis (PCA) applied to the 47

points sitting in the 10-dimensional space and linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) providing discriminant coef-

ficients confirm the three distinct phage groups (see

Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1).

Definition of a Space of Phages with Multiple Hosts

Phages /MH2K, chp1, chp2, CPAR39, and guinea pig Chl

form a class of Microviridae phages infecting nonentero-

bacterial Proteobacteria and Chlamidiae. We do not

consider Spiroplasma phage S4 because of the unavail-

ability of the host genome. These phages are compared by

looking at the adaptation of their five shared proteins, F, A,

H, C, and B; each phage is represented as a five-dimen-

sional vector whose entries correspond to the SCCI value

of the five genes and where the SCCI value of a gene is

computed with respect to the SCCI weights of its host. The

main difference with a space of phages sharing the same

host is that for groups of phages having possibly different

hosts, we have to normalize the vector representing each

phage by replacing the entry x with (x – l)/r, where l and

r are the mean and standard deviation of the host SCCI

distribution. Roughly speaking, a vector represents the

adaptation of phage genes within the host and measures the

proximity of phage composition to host bias.

Formal Definitions of Pattern of Adaptation and of

Correlation Distance

We assume organisms to share some set of proteins and to

be represented by vectors of SCCI values of genes coding

for these proteins, where SCCI values are computed on

host weights. In the case of multiple hosts, vectors are

normalized as above. We say that two phages have the

same pattern of adaptation if the Pearson correlation

coefficient (rP) of their relative vectors is high. By

numerical evaluation realized on the 47 Microviridae

phages, we estimated that high is[0.9. This value might be

adaptable, and in general, it should be estimated from the

distribution of rPs calculated over all pairs of vectors under

study. The classification tree, based on rPs calculated on

the 47 Microviridae phages (and computed from the

associated distance matrix with UPGMA), is given in

Fig. 2. The distance between two organisms is defined as 1

minus their rP and it is computed with the package R

(www.r-project.org). We refer to it as the ‘‘correlation

distance.’’ Intuitively, the correlation distance allows the

identification of pairs of phages that have chosen to opti-

mize the same proteins, and the correlation distance tree

allows grouping of phages undergoing similar functional

pressure.

Microviridae Phages Tree Based on Amino Acid

Sequences

We concatenated the 10 amino acid sequences corre-

sponding to the 10 genes shared by all 42 phages in the

Rokyta set (Rokyta et al. 2006) and by Microviridae phages

G4, a3, /K, S13, and /X174. After aligning the 47 amino

acid sequences with Multialin (http://www.bioinfo.genopole-

toulouse.prd.fr/ multalin/multalin.html) (Corpet 1988), we

computed the distances with Protdist (http://www.evolution.

genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html) and reconstructed

the distance tree with UPGMA. See Supplementary Fig. 2.

To verify the robustness of the results we constructed the

tree based on ClustalW and PHYML using the JTT model

phiX174
WA11
WA10
NC51
NC56
ID45
NC16
NC5
NC37
NC41
WA4
NC11
ID22
NC1
NC7
ID34
ID1
S13
WA13
WA45
NC3
NC29
ID32
NC35
NC28
phiK
ID62
alpha3
WA14
ID18
ID21
ID2
WA2
WA3
ID12
ID8
WA6
NC10
NC2
NC6
ID52
NC13
NC19
G4
WA5
ID11
ID41

Fig. 2 Distance tree of 47 Microviridae phages reconstructed in

codon space using correlations between vectors representing phages
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of amino acid substitution also and obtained the same three

group partition (see Results).

Results

Highly Biased Genes in Phages

We considered 116 phages hosted by 11 translationally

biased bacteria belonging to different phylogenetic families

(listed in Table 1). We studied codon bias tendencies in

each phage compared to bias in the host genome and found

that 101 of these phages display at least one gene with high

bias (see Supplementary Table 1). The number of highly

biased genes varies from phage to phage from a few per-

cent up to the 80% of the total number of genes in the

phage genome (43 phages have[10% highly biased genes

and 32 have between 5 and 10%). Among the 116 phages,

64 have been annotated so far and we report a functional

classification of their highly biased genes in Table 2.

A comparison between the SCCI distributions of host

genomes (see Table 1, left) and the SCCI distributions of

phage genomes (see Supplementary Table 1) shows that

phage genes are usually not biased and that only a

restricted pool of selected viral genes is. In fact, three

different scenarios of phage-host evolutionary relationship

arise: either most phage genes are coded with host pre-

ferred codons (lSCCI(phage) [ lSCCI(host) + rSCCI(host), where

SCCI(phage) and SCCI(host) denote the SCCI distributions

on phage genes and host genes, respectively), or the phage

genome is biased toward the host genome (lSCCI(phage) [
lSCCI(host)), or a few phage genes are coded with host

preferred codons (lSCCI(phage) \ lSCCI(host)). Namely, 4, 28,

and 84 of 116 phages fall into the first, second, and third

category, respectively (note that 9 of the 10 phage genomes

of V. cholerae belong to the second group, and 2 to the first

group). The 84 phages in the third group have lSCCI(phage)

‘‘close’’ to the one of the host, that is, lSCCI(host) –

rSCCI(host) \ lSCCI(phage) \ lSCCI(host). From this partition,

it follows that most phage genes employ codons which are

not preferential for the host even though codon bias within

the phage genome is present and it affects genes belonging

to few preferential functional classes. The latter fact

establishes the evolutionary pressure on phage genomes

imposed by host codon composition.

Evidence of the Adaptation of Capsid Genes to Host

Bias

Capsid genes consistently appear to be the most biased,

throughout all phages and all hosts. Of the 64 annotated

genomes in Table 2, 53 of them have highly biased capsid

proteins (12 phages display just 1 highly biased gene, and

capsid proteins are highly biased for 9 of them). Sixteen

phages display proteins involved in lysis, and 13 in tail. We

can safely conclude that there is a tendency in evolving

capsid proteins, and in minor extent tail and lysis proteins,

toward host bias. Too many nonannotated proteins are

present in the dataset to be able to conclude more than this.

A better understanding of genes coding for proteins of

unknown function will help to settle the evidence reported

here.

Adaptation in Coliphages

Phage genes with a SCCI value greater than lSCCI(host)

provide further information on the tendency of phage

adaptation versus host codon composition. We call these

genes ‘‘biased’’ (in contrast to ‘‘highly biased’’) and we

look at their distribution in coliphage genomes (Supple-

mentary Table 4). On average, the 30% of genes in a

coliphage genome are biased. By looking at the distribution

of biased genes in all functional classes involving at least a

biased gene in some coliphage, we observe that a few

specific functional classes tend to be represented by biased

genes for most coliphages. Essentially all of the 28 coli-

phages contain biased genes involved in virion

morphogenesis, tail formation, and lysis, besides capsid

formation. We also observe that genes coding for host

interaction, inhibition of host functions, ssDNA binding,

and transcription regulation are well represented within

biased genes, although in a minor manner. If phage gen-

omes were to contain a pool of essential genes, these

functional classes could suggest appropriate candidate

genes. (A predictive study of essential genes in bacteria

was done by Carbone [2006].) In this direction and in

agreement with Kunisawa et al. (1998), we found that

virulent phages T7 and T4 follow the pattern of transla-

tional bias typically found in essential genes of the host E.

coli. The same holds true for RB43, RB49, and RB69. It

was also claimed that patterns from temperate phages P4,

P2, N15, and k were similar to the pattern of E. coli for-

eign-type genes from prophages and transposons. In

contrast, we found that P2, N15, and k actually contain

some highly biased genes and that capsid genes are among

those for each phage species (see also Table 2).

Codon Adaptation Affects Small and Large Phages

Large dsDNA phages are generally thought to have

evolved by capturing multiple genes from their hosts (Filée

et al. 2003), and above, we showed that dsDNA phages

having translationally biased hosts are influenced in a
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Table 2 Functional classification of highly biased genes in annotated biased phages

Phagea No.

genes

Capsid Morpho Tail Lysis Hyp Other No. hi-bias

genes

Enterobacteria phage RB43 292 5 4 35 7 51

Enterobacteria phage RB49 274 3 2 2 26 6 39

Enterobacteria phage RB69 275 4 2 1 1 8 4 20

Enterobacteria phage T4 288 2 2 3 3 10

Enterobacteria phage T7 60 2 1 2 3 8

Enterobacteria phage K1E 62 1 1 3 5

Enterobacteria phage K1F 43 1 1 1 1 4

Enterobacteria phage l 55 1 2 3

Enterobacteria phage P1 110 1 1 1 3

Enterobacteria phage N15 60 2 1 3

Enterobacteria phage a3 10 1 1 2

Enterobacteria phage k 71 1 1 2

Enterobacteria phage P2 43 1 1 2

Enterobacteria phage 186 42 1 1

Enterobacteria phage G4 10 1 1

Enterobacteria phage HK022 57 1 1

Enterobacteria phage I2-2 9 1 1

Enterobacteria phage Ike 10 1 1

Enterobacteria phage /K 10 1 1

Enterobacteria phage /X174 11 1 1

Enterobacteria phage 933W 80 1 1

Enterobacteria phage HK97 61 1 1

Enterobacteria phage e15 40 6 1 7

Salmonella phage SETP3 53 1 2 3

Enterobacteria phage P22 72 1 1 2

Enterobacteria phage S13 12 1 1

Bacillus phage SPBc2 185 50 9 59

Bacillus phage GA-1 virus 35 1 1 2 8 3 15

Bacillus phage PZA 27 1 1 1 4 7

Bacillus phage B103 17 1 2 1 1 1 6

Mycobacterium phage D29 79 1 5 1 38 3 48

Mycobacterium phage Che12 98 2 1 4 3 33 9 52

Lactococcus phage P335 49 2 2 1 5

Lactococcus phage bIL170 63 2 3 5

Lactococcus phage r1t 50 1 4 5

Lactococcus phage BK5-T 63 2 1 1 4

Lactococcus phage jj50 49 2 1 2 4

Lactococcus phage /LC3 51 1 1 2 4

L. lactis Phage ul36 58 1 1 1 3

Lactococcus phage P008 58 2 1 3

Lactococcus phage 712 55 2 2

Lactococcus phage c2 39 1 1 2

Lactococcus phage Tuc2009 56 1 1 2

Listeria phage A118 72 1 1 4 6

Listeria phage P100 174 5 1 6

Streptococcus phage 315-5 55 1 6 7

Streptococcus phage 315-2 60 3 1 4
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major manner by codon adaptation to the host. We analyze

here how the number of genes relates to our SCCI measure

and check whether ‘‘small’’ genomes (with fewer than 27

genes and 20,000 bases) are meaningfully affected by

translational adaptation as well as ‘‘large’’ ones (with more

than 150 genes and 100,000 bases). (Recall that our method

is inherently independent on gene number and on genome

length since SCCI is computed on host weight values.) As

expected, the longer the genome, the higher the number of

genes (rP = 0.96 between length and gene number) and the

higher the number of highly biased genes (rP = 0.69

between number of genes and number of highly biased

genes), even though in 5 phage families of 11, the rP

between gene number and number of highly biased genes is

positive but not very high (\0.38). We observe a signifi-

cant number of small phages with a high percentage of

highly biased genes, and this proves that codon adaptation

affects small as well as large phages at a variable strength:

of the 27 phages displaying [15% highly biased genes, 6

are large (they constitute half of the large phages within the

116), 8 are small (they make up a third of the small pha-

ges), and 13 have between 27 and 150 genes (shown in

Supplementary Table 1). Notice that single-host analysis

could lead to wrong conclusions due to rather diversified

rP values between gene number and number of highly

biased genes: rP = 0.8 for S. aureus phages (in agreement

with Sau et al. 2005), rP = 0.99 for V. cholerae phages,

and rP = 0.18 for L. lactis phages. rPs between phage gene

number and mean SCCI value of phage genes are also very

diversified among hosts (see Table 1).

Hydrophilic Bias of Phage Proteins Issued by the

Large-Scale Analysis

Even though our focus is on codon adaptation of phage

genes, which is highly mediated by host translational bias,

the large-scale analysis of phage genomes that we ran led

to the observation that phage genes code for proteins dis-

playing a highly hydrophilic character. They imply an

amino acid usage that is sharply different from the one

observed in the host hydrophobic proteins (such as mem-

brane and permease proteins). This can be shown in codon

space where host and phage genes are considered together:

Table 2 continued

Phagea No.

genes

Capsid Morpho Tail Lysis Hyp Other No. hi-bias

genes

Streptococcus phage 315-1 56 1 1 1 3

Staphylococcus phage K 115 1 1 2 18 3 25

S. aureus phage /P68 22 3 3 1 7

Staphylococcus phage

44AHJD

21 3 3 1 7

S. aureus phage /NM3

provirus

65 4 1 5

S. aureus phage PVL

provirus

62 3 3

S. aureus phage /11

provirus

53 2 1 3

Staphylococcus phage /ETA 66 1 1 1 3

Staphylococcus phage /NM 64 1 1 1 3

Vibrio phage KVP40 381 2 1 4 178 57 242

Vibrio phage VP4 31 4 1 2 4 15 25

Vibrio phage VP2 47 12 1 13

Vibrio phage K139 44 1 1 1 3

Vibrio phage VGJ/ 13 1 1 1 3

Chlamydia phage chp1 12 4 3 9

Chlamydia phage chp2 8 1 1

Chlamydia phage /CPG1 9 1 1

Note. No. genes denotes the number of genes in the phage genome. The number of highly biased genes (no. hi-bias genes) is split up into genes

involved in capsid formation (capsid), morphogenesis (morpho), tail formation (tail), lysis (lysis), hypothetical proteins (hyp), and other proteins

(other)
a Phages are grouped by host and listed by decreasing number of highly biased genes
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phage genes occupy rather different positions than host

genes, and in particular, the host cluster of membrane and

permease genes (characterized, in all bacteria, by a biased

usage of hydrophobic amino acids [Médigue et al. 1994;

Carbone et al. 2003]) is essentially free of phage genes.

Specificity and sensitivity of LDA separating the host

membrane and permease genes from all phage genes con-

sidered for that host are given in Supplementary Table 3.

All separating values rank high (with a sensitivity [88%

and a specificity [76%) for all hosts.

Phage Organization of Microviridae Phage Groups: A

Case Study

The two ssDNA Microviridae phages /X174 (Sanger

et al.1977; Fiers and Sinsheimer 1962; Wichman et al.

1999) and /MH2K (Brentlinger et al. 2002) exhibit

extremely close relationships to the Microviridae of E. coli

and Chlamydia respectively, in both genome organization

and encoded proteins. In this way they typify two groups

splitting the Microviridae world. We study phage organi-

zation based on codon adaptation of the two phage groups

and suggest that codon adaptation might be a key element

to understanding the intricate phage speciation.

Rokyta Sequences

Codon bias of 42 Microviridae phages, isolated in a single

strain of E. coli (Rokyta et al. 2006), has been compared to

codon bias of the related /X174, S13, a3, /K, and G4

phages, and the analysis (based on ‘1-distance tree recon-

struction) identified three groups of phages located in well-

separated parts of codon space. These groups were previ-

ously identified by Rokyta et al. (2006) by a reconstruction

of the maximum a posteriori probability phylogeny based

on full-genome comparison. (We found the same grouping

by constructing a distance tree based on 10 concatenated

proteins shared by all 47 phages, shown in Supplementary

Fig. 2.)

The 42 sequences are organized around S13 and /X174,

a3 and /K, and G4 phages, respectively (see Figs. 1 and 2

and Supplementary Fig. 1). It might appear surprising that

the sequence-based phylogenetic tree of Rokyta et al.

(2006) is found here based on codon bias information and

on a very simple distance-based algorithm. Since our tree

(based on ‘1-distances) is not aimed at phylogenetic

reconstruction, but rather at identifying evolutionary

directions of adaptation, the finding strongly suggests that

the three phage groups correspond to evolutionary direc-

tions based on adaptation, where two of the groups are

characterized by coding amelioration (corresponding to

improved SCCI values) for major coat gene F (group G4)

and major spike gene G (group a3 and /K). The group

characterized by /X174 and S13 does not exhibit a sig-

nificant codon bias variation, maintaining the coding

pattern of /X174.

A finer analysis of codon patterns, realized in codon

space with correlation distances, highlights a small number

of directions in pattern evolution which are guided by

specific gene functions. The tree based on correlation dis-

tances groups Rokyta sequences roughly in the same way

as the ‘1-distance tree with a few exceptions. Phages

WA14, ID18, and ID2 grouped with the G4-like phages in

the ‘1-distance tree, and display a stronger correlation with

a3-like phages in the correlation distance tree (see Figs. 1

and 2). This might indicate a new separate pattern of

adaptation which cannot be clearly identified with current

data due to phage underrepresentation. Also, phages WA6

and NC10 cluster together in the ‘1-distance tree but fall

into two separate clades in the correlation distance tree.

This suggests that at the protein level, adaptation favors

different proteins in the two phages and, in particular,

different functions.

The /MH2K World

Our quantitative method (determining the relative position

of phages in codon space with correlation distances) pro-

vides a way to analyze patterns of adaptation of phages

with different hosts. Codon adaptation of the five homol-

ogous proteins shared by all Microviridae phages known to

be close to /MH2K demonstrates that in phage space,

Chlamidophyla caviae guinea pig Chl phage and Chlami-

dophyla pneumoniae AR39 virus CPAR39 display the

same pattern of adaptation (rP = 0.91), and that Bdell-

ovibrio bacteriovorus phage /MH2K clusters close to

Chlamidophyla caviae phages chp2 and guinea pig Chl

phage and Chlamidophyla pneumoniae AR39 virus

CPAR39, displaying a pattern of adaptation closer to

Chlamidophyla caviae phage chp2 (rP = 0.80) than chp2

does to Chlamidophyla caviae phage chp1 (rP = -0.05

between chp2 and chp1; see Table 3). A qualitative anal-

ysis of B and C gene similarities in the two latter species

allowed Brentlinger et al. (2002) to derive the same

observation and argue that, if phages were to reflect their

host’s phylogeny, this result would be surprising. Even

though we could expect phages with the same host to have

similar codon usage indeed, there is no reason to think that

adaptive evolutionary directions should be the same for

phages infecting the same host. In fact, what we observe in

codon space with correlation distance is that the evolu-

tionary directions followed by the two Chlamydophilae

phages differ and that one of them is functionally closer to
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the Bdellovibrio phage. In this sense, our methodology is

finer and it allows us to derive more subtle relationships

between phages than previously done.

Discussion

Phages and Translational Bias Strength of the Host

Almost all of the 116 phages considered in this study are

shown to contain some highly biased genes, and capsid

genes are within highly biased genes for all annotated

phages. This fact is shown, despite the strength, weak or

strong, of the translational bias affecting the host.

Promiscuous Phages

Codon usage bias might vary a great deal among genes

within a phage genome, and one could wonder whether

phages with promiscuous host preferences could manage

to deal with different host tRNA abundances. Our finding

suggests that phages can be promiscuous, but not in some

arbitrary way. In fact, phages need to guarantee that their

highly biased genes fit a few specific functional classes

and that the codon composition of such genes should

reflect the dominant bias of the host. Bacteria with a

dominant codon composition that fits these genes could

be potential ‘‘favorable hosts’’ for the phage. This

hypothesis should be ultimately tested on a large scale in

phages with a broad host range, and this will be done

elsewhere.

Investigation of promiscuous phages demands an

understanding of the role of encoded tRNAs in phage

genomes. Among the 116 phages, only 20 of them encode

tRNAs, and the number of tRNA genes varies considerably

from phage to phage, ranging from 0 to 30 as reported in

Supplementary Table 1. Number of genes and number of

tRNAs have rP = 0.56, implying that longer phage gen-

omes do not ‘‘typically’’ encode more tRNAs, even though

a tendency is observed. Phages encoding more than 10

tRNAs have a fitness \30%, and those displaying a fitness

[30% encode either no tRNA at all (usually so) or a very

small number (\5, in rare cases). The Vibrio phage KVP40

represents a main exception to the second group, with 29

tRNAs and 63% highly biased genes. Its large collection of

tRNAs does not especially supplement V. cholerae isoac-

ceptor tRNA species that are present in minor amounts or

recognize codons that occur more frequently in the phage

genes. In fact, this phage displays a trend to greater use of

V. cholerae codons or no apparent codon preference in its

genes, and the large number of encoded tRNA species

seems to reflect mostly its adaptation to a broad host range

(Miller et al. 2003). There are two more noteworthy closely

related (Hatfull et al. 2006) Mycobacterium phages, Bxz1

and Catera virus, which display almost 30% highly biased

genes and about 30 tRNAs. Bxz1 is known to have multiple

fast-growing hosts (Lee et al. 2004) and it might be

affected by broad host-range adaptation as KPV40. (For an

analysis of tRNA content in phages see Bailly-Bechet et al.

[2007]. See also Nolan et al. [2006] on the functional role

of tRNA genes in coliphages claimed to remain unclear at

present.)

Fitness of Codon Composition and Bias Strength in

Phages

Bias strength in bacteria is defined with respect to a ref-

erence set of very biased proteins, like ribosomal proteins,

and numerical methods evaluating the strength are based

on this reference set (Carbone et al. 2005; Sharp et al.

2005). For phages, no such reference set of genes has been

identified and these methods cannot be applied. Also, a

meaningful statistical analysis of single genomes is

unfeasible when the genome is small (e.g., displaying *10

genes) and no solid conclusion on gene composition could

be drawn for small phages.

In this paper, we study the bias fitness of a phage gen-

ome versus the host genome, and we compute the tendency

of a phage to use preferred host codons. SCCI values reflect

codon composition in phage genes relative to host codon

composition, and provide a numerical index of the

advantage taken by the phage gene once translated in

the host cell. The translational advantage offered by the

bacterial environment is higher when the phage gene

codon composition is biased toward the host dominant

codon bias.

Our analysis points out that a set of genes belonging to

specific functional classes, such as capsid and tail proteins,

can be identified across phage species as being (almost)

always (highly) biased. We propose these genes to play the

same role for phages that reference sets containing ribo-

somal proteins play for bacteria. Their characterization

Table 3 Correlations between (vectors representing) /MH2K, chp1,

chp2, guinea pig Chl phage, and CPAR39

/MH2K chp1 chp2 CPAR39

chp1 -0.45

chp2 0.80 -0.05

CPAR39 -0.54 -0.28 -0.73

Guinea pig Chl

phage -0.4 -0.17 -0.7 0.91

Note. The correlation distance matrix is easily computed as 1 – the

above matrix. Higher rP values correspond to closer distances
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would provide a way to define ‘‘bias strength’’ for phages.

For instance, a high (low) average of z-scores computed for

those genes identified to be especially biased in phages

(where a z-score of a gene g is (SCCI(g) – lSCCI(phage))/

rSCCI(phage)) might provide a numerical criterion to deter-

mine a strong (weak) phage bias strength, as previously

done for bacteria (see ‘‘ribosomal criterion’’ under Mate-

rials and Methods [Detection of Weak and Strong Forms of

Translational Bias for Bacteria] and Carbone et al. [2005]).

Notice that by using this measure of bias strength, most

phage genomes would become strongly biased since their

lSCCI(phage) is rather far away from the SCCI of their capsid

proteins (Supplementary Table 1). A larger number of

available annotated phages is necessary to properly define

reference sets and evaluate the proposed measures.

Viral-Host Gene Exchange and Codon Bias

The vast majority of phage and viral genes are unique to

families of viruses and not of their hosts (Villareal 2001),

and about 90% of dsDNA phage genes are phage-specific

(either they have no matches in microbial genomes or

they are significantly more likely to have been drawn

from phage genomes than from cellular genomes) (Liu

et al. 2006). This led us to conclude that despite the

known propensity of phages to capture and transduce

fragments of host genomes, these processes have a rela-

tively small impact on the phage gene repertoire and that

the majority of phage genes follow their own evolutionary

trajectories. Our result states that in the case of phages

with translationally biased hosts, such evolutionary tra-

jectories are highly controlled by codon adaptation. Also,

if codon adaptation plays a filtering role during gene

aquisition, then gene aquisition from bacteria or other

bacteriophages should be expected to be slow compared

to the dissemination rate within the bacteriophage popu-

lation once acquired. This conclusion is in agreement

with the analysis done by Pedulla et al. (2003) for

mycobacteriophages.

Complexity of Phage Organization and Environmental

Pressures

At the genetic level, studies on the mosaicism of phages

brought to light that conventional taxonomy fails to cor-

rectly represent the reticulate relationships of tail phages

due to LGT, and indeed that it misrepresents most of them.

Evidence for exchange of large blocks of genes, up to half

of the genome, led to the observation that the new func-

tional phages produced are substantially different in

genome organization and biological properties from the

inferred parents (Lawrence et al. 2002). In the context of

dairy phages the same problem has been observed (Proux

et al. 2002). Pedulla et al. (2003) showed that mycobac-

teriophages cannot be phylogenetically ordered into any

single hierarchical relationship. All these studies argue that

the biology is not captured by the taxonomy. See Hendrix

(2003) for a review.

Also, for dsDNA phages, and therefore for phages and

viruses in general, there is no common molecule, such as

the 16S rRNA gene for cellular microorganisms, to

classify species (Hendrix et al. 1999). However, it might

be possible to use conserved or core genes as genetic

markers for different viral groups. Sequence differences

of such genes would correspond to genotypes and they

could be used as an estimation of viral species differ-

ences (Weinbauer and Rassoulzadegan 2004). Rohwer

and Edwards (2002) proposed a hierarchical phage tax-

onomy based on the number of genes shared between

pairs of phages, and Liu et al. (2006) proposed phage

grouping based on shared gene repertoire. Even though

our study does not concern the phylogenetic reconstruc-

tion of phages, our methodology embraces the latter

view, and to study phage groups we consider the set of

proteins shared by phages in the group, and not a single

gene sequence.

Our distance trees are not phylogenies but rather phage

space representations, where distances between phages

represent evolutionary adaptation mediated by the host. We

do not want to reconstruct ancestors here but, rather, to

group phages with respect to their adaptive pressures,

which are likely to be environmental pressures. In fact, it

has been shown that codon bias for bacteria is highly

related to environmental pressure (Carbone et al. 2005;

Willenbrock et al. 2006) (and not to phylogeny), and it is

reasonable to think that this character will be a fortiori

forced on phages that need bacteria to live. In phage space,

we represent a virus as the vector of SCCI values associ-

ated with a pool of shared genes. Since this information

comes from codon analysis and nothing more, it is sur-

prising to see that such limited information provides the

same taxonomic organization derived from sequence-based

phylogeny. This suggests that adaptation signals are

stronger for phages than previously argued (Weinbauer and

Rassoulzadegan 2004) and that bacterial environmental

organization might influence phage organization at the

phylogenetic level.

A Methodology to Analyze a Combinatorics of Phage

Functional Preferences

A large number of striking similarities have been recor-

ded between viruses that infect organisms belonging to
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the different domains of life. They span morphological

similarity, similar organization of the genome and repli-

cation processes, and similar capsid structures (Filée

et al. 2003). On the other hand, when looking for

mechanisms creating evolutionary diversity, we find that

parallel adaptation, experimentally observed for ssDNA

phages (Wichman et al. 1999, 2005; Rokyta et al. 2006),

creates strong diversification within the same species, and

that LGT among dsDNA phages (Lawrence et al. 2002)

and among ssDNA phages (Rokyta et al. 2006) creates a

mosaic spectrum of related phage species (Weinbauer

and Rassoulzadegan 2004) possibly hosted by different

bacteria. Methodologies to quantitatively study differ-

ences in phage spaces are being sought. The methods for

comparing phages that we propose allow zooming in on

species sharing homologous proteins, possibly accepted

by different hosts, and analyze their patterns of codon

bias evolution. The number of shared proteins need not

be very high and this makes our numerical approach

interesting for applications. We introduce two distance

measures of codon space, the ‘1-measure and the corre-

lation measure, the first characterizing differences in

codon bias between phages and reflecting environmental

evolutionary pressures, and the second identifying phage

functional patterns of evolution. The /MH2K phage

world and the Rokyta sequences discussed above are

insightful examples illustrating a niche of the complex

mechanisms regulating phage evolution and they are

useful to test the mathematical approach. The analysis of

the 47 Microviridae phages suggests that, in viral com-

petition, viruses whose capsid proteins or tail proteins are

ameliorated in their DNA coding by mutating in favor of

codons which are most biased for the host genome are

those that prevail. The number of evolutionary directions

depends on combinations of genes that need to amelio-

rate together and the difficulty of predicting such

directions for phages is based on the fact that the

hypothesis of functional improvement is at the base of

gene combinations. In small phages, such as the Micro-

viridae phages, this phenomenon is simpler to observe

because of the limited number of genes in the genome

and the limited number of pressures for survival (e.g., it

is reasonable to think that capsid proteins should be

produced rapidly)

If the limited directionality in phage parallel evolution

(Wichman et al. 1999, 2005; for a review see also Wood

et al. 2005) that we observe is due to a limited variety of

phage functional needs, then phage classification based on

codon bias might suggest a way to meaningfully organize

metagenomic data.
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